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Keeping in Touch
By Garry Bezruki
President, MISA Ontario

In reflecting back over the past year, one begins to question
the security and privacy of information circulating within the
digital world. With the recent exposure of sensitive and supposedly secure government information through WikiLeaks, public
attention has turned to the unprecedented amounts of information
available, sensitive or otherwise, to the general public online.
From sitting in front of a computer to using any of the many
mobile devices available, individuals now have the ability to
communicate almost instantaneously with others online. Today,
unparalleled amounts of personal information are being made
available, voluntarily, on the Internet as people engage with
each other through social media.
Facebook recently reported that there are more than 500
million active users with approximately 50 per cent of these
logging on during any given day. With this in mind, it is
imperative that organizations add an additional dimension to
traditional information-security approaches.
Traditionally, information security has focused on incoming
threats. In today’s Web 2.0 environment, however, and, with
a more computer-savvy workforce, organizations must also
be cognizant of the information leaving the organization by
employees using a variety of new media platforms or through
the disposal of technology – technology ranging from old
computers, photocopiers and cell phones to any device
capable of storing information in a digital form.

Missing Devices
How many of us have policies governing the use of USB flash
drives, for example? With these devices being commonplace in
most work environments and currently capable of storing up to
128 gigabytes of information, what happens if one goes missing?
More importantly, what about the information on the drive?
Whether corporate information or not, this information has the
potential to damage an individual or organizational reputation
in the hands of the wrong individual.
This is only the tip of the iceberg. What about the forwarding
of confidential e-mails to locations outside of corporate walls?
And then there is the whole concept of people using the free
storage space being made available by any number of sources
on the Internet.
How many of us actually read the terms and conditions
of the agreements before we click “OK”? In many cases the
agreement and disclaimers are not there to protect the user
– but the provider. In some situations the user may in fact be
granting the provider access to their stored information.

4

Small Devices,
Big Threats
As with any information being posted on the internet, the
question of where it is actually stored and who can access it
once uploaded remains. A telling example of this is the American
Patriot Act. The Patriot Act grants the US government the right to
access any information stored within the realm of their jurisdiction.
Regardless of the user’s location or the origin of the data,
information uploaded to the Internet that is stored on American
servers is subject to this law.
In an attempt to increase awareness regarding information
security, a number of MISA/ASIM Canada chapters across
the country are working to provide opportunities and create
resources for their memberships to draw upon.

Promoting Vigilance
Through its annual fall security conference, MISA Ontario promotes the importance of vigilance with respect to information
privacy and security. At the conference, delegates are provided
with an opportunity to network with industry experts and learn
from the best. This year’s keynote speaker was Roger Cressey,
a former US presidential aide and currently an on-air counterterrorism analyst for NBC. Cressey shared some key points on what
municipal governments must know and do when operating in a
digital environment where cyber security threats are becoming
an everyday reality.
MISA Ontario has also taken a proactive role in providing
resources related to information security and privacy to all
members. As an example, every municipal member has at its
disposal an arsenal of tools and information published by the
Information Security Form (ISF). The ISF is a not-for-profit organization founded in 1989 and is the world’s leading independent
authority providing opinions and guidance on all aspects of
information security. (See article on page 17.) I would encourage
members and anyone interested in information privacy and
security from all chapters to visit their Web site at www.security
forum.org/ to get a better understanding of the services and
resources available.
MISA/ASIM Canada is also playing an important role in
helping municipalities understand the importance of this issue
by negotiating some national standing offers with vendors for
security-related products and services. For more information
readers should visit the MISA/ASIM Canada Web site at
http://sites.google.com/site/misaasimcanada/memberspecial-offers-1 to review the current list of offerings.
garry.bezruki@waterloo.ca n
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MISA Ontario to Hold Open-Data Workshop
MISA Ontario will present a spring
workshop on open government and open
data to demonstrate how municipal
departments can make optimal use of
these new concepts.
This workshop and roundtable discussions will take place in early April in
Mississauga. Organizer Nigel Roberts
hopes to attract 50 to 75 participants.
Roberts, manager of departmental
systems in the City of Mississauga’s
Information Technology department and
the director of MISA Ontario’s Central
Region, will be host for the workshop at
a venue and date not yet announced.
MISA Ontario’s Gov 2.0 Special

Interest Group will assist with the organization. Speakers will include the chair of
the group, Jury Konga, and the presentations will include a case study of a local
municipal implementation of open data
and a panel discussion.
“Gov 2.0 and open data are hot
topics in municipal government and are
gaining momentum on a global scale,”
Konga says. “This is a great opportunity
to learn what the current state is and
what considerations are needed to plan
for the future.”
The workshop will focus on knowledge
and experience sharing to provide value
not only to municipal IT personnel but
also to operating departments that deal

with many aspects of open government
and data including: information/data
dissemination, freedom-of-information
requests, public engagement and
communications.
The workshop will also provide
opportunities to pose questions to be
addressed through roundtable discussions
among all participants.
Further information will be provided
at www.misa.on.ca as it becomes
available. Anyone interested to
attend can contact Roberts at nigel.
roberts@mississauga.ca or Konga at
jkonga@sympatico.ca. n

Luncheons for Vendors Planned in BC and Ontario
MISA BC and MISA Ontario are organizing their annual luncheons in February to
express appreciation to companies that
support them as associate members.
Both luncheons afford opportunities
for representatives of associate members,
as well as potential members, to meet
the chapter executive teams and other
municipal IT leaders in a collegial
atmosphere.
The BC chapter’s Vendor Appreciation
Luncheon will take place in the Cypress
Suite of the Pan Pacific Hotel in Vancouver
on February 17.
Associate member representatives will
get a preview of the chapter’s two conferences planned for 2011. The first will be

the Spring Conference in Nanaimo at the
Vancouver Island Conference Centre on
April 28 and 29.
The second is the Fall conference,
which will take place September 20 to
23 in the Town of Sidney on Vancouver
Island near Victoria. Conference chair
Peter Payerl will make a presentation
about “Beautiful Sidney by the Sea” and
describe the conference, which will be
held at the Mary Winspear Centre.
For information about the BC
luncheon please contact Bill Grant,
vice-president of MISA BC, at
bgrant@westvancouver.ca.
In Ontario, the Associate Members
Luncheon will take place February 25 at

the North York Memorial Hall in Toronto.
An important item on the program
will be the solicitation of nominations
for associate-member representatives on
MISA Ontario’s Board of Directors.
As in 2010, attendees will also hear
insights from officials of three sizes of
municipalities as they outline and explain
their IT purchasing intentions for the year
to come.
Other presentations at the luncheon
will cover the standard contract for
off-the-shelf technology purchases,
the Municipal Reference Model and
conferences in 2011. For information
please contact Lawrence Moule,
lmoule@sympatico.ca. n
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Fort Saskatchewan
MISA Ontario Annual Conference
To Be Host
For MISA Prairies
Promises Enterprise-Wide Benefits
Spring Conference By Harriet McLoughlin
By Michelle Bohachyk
City of Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta
Are you ready? The 2011 MISA
Prairies Spring Conference, April 10-12,
is going to be bigger and better. This
year’s theme is “Keeping IT Light,” with
emphasis on cloud computing, mobility
and simplicity.
Fort Saskatchewan is the host city,
with neighbouring
member municipalities in the Edmonton
Capital Region
participating in the
conference planning. Michelle Bohachyk
Survivor 3, the
uproarious competition sponsored by
Digital Boundary Group, will start the
conference on Sunday evening. Then
it’s two jam-packed days of information
sessions and networking opportunities,
along with generous portions of food
and merriment.
Municipalities and associate members interested in making a presentation
or taking part in the Municipal Showcase
may contact Rob Stanczak at rstanczak@
fortsask.ca for further information.
For sponsorship opportunities, please
contact Trevor Harder at tharder@
fortsask.ca. Also please watch www.
misaprairies.ca in the coming weeks for
more information, including the agenda
and online registration information.
Michelle Bohachyk, chair of the Spring
Conference, can be reached at
mbohachyk@fortsask.ca. n
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Region of Peel, Ontario

Join technology and business lead- Benefits of Attending:
ers at the 32nd Annual MISA Ontario
• Networking opportunities with
Conference and Tradeshow, to be held
colleagues and peers
June 5-8 at the International Conference
Centre in Mississauga. Acting as host of • Learn cutting-edge solutions through
educational forums, keynote preMISA 2011 is the Region of Peel in partsentations, roundtables and product
nership with the City of Brampton, City of
demonstrations
Mississauga and the Town of Caledon.
• Interact with tradeshow vendors,
“This year’s theme is “Fly IT High,”
helping you to compare and validate
and we hope that participants take
your tactics and approaches
advantage of this excellent learning
and networking opportunity,” says Adam
Hughes, director of information and
technology services for Peel Region
and conference chair.

• Determine the ideal balance between
cost, risk and growth
• Make the right IT investments that can
improve your bottom line and productivity and increase client satisfaction

“Participants will be able to connect,
share, and learn about what’s current,
• Obtain maximum value for your
what’s relevant, and what’s up and
current IT investments
coming in the ever-changing world of IT.”
• Increase your awareness of IT trends
Who Should Attend:
• Gain maximum advantage from the
• CIOs
services that vendors can provide
• Municipal IT professionals
your organization through face-to-face
meetings
• Technology and business strategy
executives

• Business process management leaders
• Enterprise information management
leaders
• Infrastructure and operations leaders
• Wireless, networking and
communications leaders
• Program and portfolio management
leaders
• Technology and service providers.

• Engage and interact with technology
trend-setters.
Don’t miss your connection to MISA
2011 as we fly IT to new heights!

Registration opens on Monday,
January 24. For more information please
visit www.misa2011.ca.
Harriet McLoughlin, MISA Ontario
event producer, can be reached at
harriet@misa2011.ca. n

Speed Service Delivery and Reduce Costs
with Citizen Involvement
The Solutions You Need, to Give Your
Customers the Answers They Need
Lagan’s local government CRM solutions are
designed to improve service delivery by managing
interactions with citizens more efficiently,
inexpensively and securely.
And in today’s fast-paced world that means
solutions that help citizens and governments
connect anytime, anywhere through flexible
communication channels including: call centers,
web self-service, social media outlets and mobile devices.
Based on core best practices, Lagan’s CRM solutions power some of the most
successful contact centers in North America with a full suite of offerings. Here are
just some of the reasons why several local Canadian governments rely on Lagan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed for the Way Government Responds to Citizens
Secure environment
Satisfy all Budget Challenges
Proven Success
Flexible Solution Delivery— On-Demand (SaaS), Hosted, On-Premise
Robust Knowledgebase and Content Management
Scalable CRM Capabilities for Service Requests and Case Management

Find out what Lagan can do for you by contacting us at
info_canada@lagan.com or visiting our website at
www.lagan.com/misa.

Connecting Governments and People

www.lagan.com/misa
www.twitter.com/lagan_business
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Security Conference in Toronto Reveals
Challenging and Diverse New Issues
By Lawrence Moule and Jane Morgan
Co-editors, Municipal Interface
Necessity is the mother of invention, the Greek philosopher
Plato is credited with observing. But of course he never had
to deal with malicious code or Web services or privacy laws.
In today’s information security environment, necessity is the
mother of reinvention, over and over again – a parent of
infinite procreation.
How much change is afflicting municipal IT security practitioners? To what extent will they have to reinvent their practices or
even their job descriptions?
The wide-ranging answers could be found at the 2011
MISA Information Security and Risk Management Conference
on November 21-23 at the Hotel Novotel Centre in downtown
Toronto. The eighth annual IT security event organized nationally
by MISA Ontario had a theme of “Information Security and Risk
Management – Diversity in Security.”
Diversity was certainly on display in the keynote presentations
and breakout sessions showing the many ways in which the
municipal security environment is fundamentally changing. Any
topic of discussion – mobile networks, emergency management,
business continuity and disaster recovery, PCI compliance, identity
management and authentication, cloud computing, virtualization,
cyber crime – invariably produced information and advice
about new ways in which risks have to be addressed.

Executives and Technicians
For the 200 delegates, whether technical security specialists
or CIOs, the conference was a one-of-a-kind networking and
educational experience. Some even found it overwhelming in
the number of issues it explored.
Tad Chrapko, a security specialist from the City of St. Albert,
Alberta, said the conference “has hammered home all the
issues we have been dealing with in finding our direction –
where we are now and how we need to go beyond that.
“There’s so much – I will have to go home and decompress
to figure out exactly how to use all of this.”
Mike Lundy of Grey County, Ontario, found the conference
“a great networking experience and an important chance to
learn about some different ways that we need to think about
new technologies that have changed the game.
“We need to catch up with the way that security integrates
with those technologies. And there are some great vendors here
who have some very interesting solutions to look at.”
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The delegates’ responses reflected the goals that Kathryn
Bulko, conference chair and manager of client relationships for
the Business Enablement and Client Services branch of the City
of Toronto’s I&T Division, had in mind.
“I wanted the delegates to walk away learning something
that they can apply in their own organizations,” Bulko said.
“And I wanted the vendors, who are wonderful sponsors –
without them we couldn’t have a conference like this – to feel
that they were part of this and that they were getting the
networking and interest and contacts that they needed to get.
“The comments I’ve heard today are that people have really
enjoyed the sessions, particularly the case studies with a municipality and a solution provider. The vendors have told me all day
that they’re getting great traffic and they love it.”
Comments from sponsors confirmed their busy time. Chris
Medina, senior account executive with NCI, platinum sponsor
of the annual security conference for the third year in a row,
reported, “We were overwhelmed with the number of people
who came to our exhibit table, which is a good problem!”

Collaborative Case Studies
The variety of case studies in the program included a presentation by the City of London and Deloitte on the successes
and obstacles encountered after a security review; the City of
Toronto and Rogers Communications demonstrating the use of
wireless networks during a civic election; and Halton Region
and Netrus Inc. combining to describe new technology for the
protection of electronic health-care records.
Municipal and vendor delegates also mingled throughout
the two days in the exhibit area, in the hallways, at meals and
during the entertainment and hospitality events. They found
out that they share an overriding concern for how to protect
people, networks and data when the perimeters of municipal
boundaries are being increasingly blurred (for more on this
phenomenon, please see Brian Whitelaw’s article on page 17).
As Dave Wallace, CIO of Toronto, noted in remarks to
delegates at the conference opening: “There will be a lot of
handshakes needed with different partners. They could be
another government, an industry partner, or could even be
somewhere in a different country.
“That’s a new challenge we haven’t seen before,” Wallace
said. “We might have to reinvent or retool some of our thinking
about security and privacy.
“The bottom line is understanding that it’s a new world.”
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Members of the conference organizing team
pose in the Novotel Hotel’s conference centre
in front of a Christmas tree. From left:
Shane Melless, Chad Szymanski, John Pomeroy,
Eric Lawton, Cathy Genua, Kathryn Bulko,
Michael Galin and Jason Green.

Cresswell said the best defence is an
educated user.
Delegates received some in-depth
education about the malware industry in
a session presented by Kaspersky Lab.
The speaker was Dennis Fisher of Boston,
editor-in-chief of Threatpost.com, an information security news site.

Risk Management

Fisher described in detail the methods
used by the hackers behind the Clampi
Trojan, which has infected hundreds of thousands of computers
to steal banking and other log-in credentials.

That world increasingly requires that security practitioners focus
on risk management as opposed to security assurance in all
respects – something that simply cannot be achieved in a
resource-constrained environment where unexpected threats are
constantly appearing.

This is an example of the targeted attacks that have been
growing in the past year. The future will see a trend toward
sophisticated custom malware aimed at high-value targets in
organizations where users enter data for financial transactions,
Fisher said.

Monday morning keynote speaker Roger Cressey, counterterrorism analyst for the NBC television network and former
presidential adviser, sent a clear message to attendees that
risk management is the holy grail. It is not just data loss that
poses a serious risk but data manipulation, which compromises
the integrity of information that is used and relied on by every
organization and government.

The malware industry’s resources are expanding. Fisher
pointed out that the makers of the Clampi Trojan sell the log-in
data they steal to subscribers around the world – and even
provide those subscribers with tech support!

Cressey, a former chief of staff to the President’s Critical
Infrastructure Protection Board at the White House, is president
of Good Harbor Consulting LLC. He advised that the importance
of supply-chain security is enormously underestimated. Many
components of computer products are manufactured in countries
outside of North America, some of which are suspected of
anti-West activities. How, Cressey asked, can you build trustworthy networks with untrustworthy components?
“IT suppliers and vendors will need to demonstrate the security
of their supply chain to potential buyers,” Cressey predicted. “I
would love to see more of that. What are the minimum acceptable
security procedures that we want in place from vendors to ensure
the integrity of the products that we’re buying? “

New Threats, New Responsibilities
Other speakers hoisted warning flags about new threats to data
integrity. Threats are now almost exclusively from the Internet,
according to Peter Cresswell of Trend Micro. The number 1
threat source is Google, and the number 2 threat is social
media. With “one unique malware occurring every 1.5
seconds,” deployment time is critical. In the end, however,

To guard against such global threats requires a strategy built
on threat and risk assessments, Fisher and other speakers advised.
Nishchal Bhalla, founder of Security Compass, outlined his
company’s application assessment methodology and urged his
audience to protect applications according to their business importance. Leo Thrush, senior consultant with Securris of Winnipeg,
described how to establish a coordinated security program
using a framework called the Sherwood Applied Business
Security Architecture based on open standards.
Erecting a security fortress, as complex a task as it is, constitutes only one element of a widening scope of responsibilities
for municipal information security managers. Their resources
and ingenuity can be severely tested by the security requirements
of a single event.
That’s what happened when the City of Toronto was host to
the G20 Summit in June 2010. More than 400 people were
arrested as violence broke out in the downtown streets. The
City of Toronto’s Emergency Operations Centre depended
on IT support from security specialists Graeme Jannaway and
Michael Galin and their colleagues.
Jannaway and Galin gave a lunchtime presentation to
the conference on Monday, illustrating the high stakes that
municipalities face in managing an international event. They
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At the busy D-Link table, below, Arthur Michalec of the Region of
Peel, left, talks with Daniel Snell of D-Link, while Mike Lundy of
Grey County has the attention of Nicole Bruette.

Above, Carolyn Glaser, director of information and communications
technology for the City of Barrie, who will be chair of the 2012
MISA security conference, chats with Ron McKelvie, CIO of the City
of Kingston, who will be chair of the 2011 conference.
Michael Galin, left,
and Graeme Jannaway
consult during their
presentation on the City
of Toronto’s emergencymanagement operations
during the G20 summit.

Conference chair
Kathryn Bulko of Toronto

Opening keynote speaker
Roger Cressey

Above, Joel Shapiro, left, of Digital Boundary
Group greets delegates from Niagara Region.

Cherie Cole of Websense Canada, at the
Conexsys table, talks with David Kelly of Ottawa.
At right, the Halton Region presentation
team listens to questions from delegates:
Bill McTaggart, standing, Ryan Parker and
Sandra Liepkalns of Netrus Inc.
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Peter Cresswell of
Trend Micro

Omkhar Arasaratnam of
IBM Canada

MUNICIPAL

described how the emergency centre’s incident management
system was used to coordinate the efforts of numerous agencies
with a variety of sophisticated and simple techniques. The latter
included the use of colour-coded clothing, furniture and stationery
to keep everything visually organized.
Even health care – an issue high on the agenda for all
governments – presents new concerns for municipal security
forces due to stepped-up privacy scrutiny. Presenters from
Halton Region, York Region and Niagara Region related efforts
to ensure that highly sensitive public-health information addresses these privacy risks and is managed in a secure manner.

Compliance Issues
IT security practitioners are confronted with compliance issues of
bewildering complexity. The conference dealt with two of those:
Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance – please see Chris
Medina’s article on page 21 – and identity management and
authentication.
The latter issue is plaguing governments at all levels everywhere. Murray Rosenthal of the City of Toronto gave a “world
tour” describing the latest attempts to create standards to enable
people to have secure and convenient access to government
services on Web sites. Rosenthal has encyclopedic knowledge of
this field, both as the lead for the Security & Privacy Architecture
group within Toronto’s I&T Strategic Planning & Architecture
branch and as the municipal representative on the Pan Canadian
Identity Management & Authentication Working Group.
Rosenthal described a trend toward claims-based authentication systems, as exemplified by a British Columbia initiative
and the US government’s proposed National Strategy for
Trusted Identities in Cyberspace, released in June 2010.
“The landscape is shifting to recognize user-centric models
wherein trust specifications are being developed based on the
individual’s identity choice,” Rosenthal reported, adding that the
City of Toronto is developing its own system to identify, authenticate, and authorize users so they can access City services on
an aggregated basis.
The Province of Ontario has a similar vision, at least for
internal purposes. Steve Ferrigni and David Langille described
the Province’s new One Key service, an in-house identity-andaccess-management system that enables identification, authentication and authorization of contractors and suppliers working for
provincial departments and protects their personal information.

The Challenge of Virtualization
Amid all the emerging issues, threats and responsibilities
that municipal security practitioners must deal with, are there
technology-based challenges as well?
Indeed there are, and the conference sessions revealed that
technological changes might have a jarring impact on how IT
security operations are managed and applied.
The widespread use of virtualization to raise the capacity of
servers and other infrastructure components while lowering energy
costs has forced security departments to adopt new strategies,
Cresswell of Trend Micro explained in a well-attended session.
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“Virtualization is seen as the answer to many problems, but
it blows some substantial holes in the way that we use security
architecture,” Cresswell declared.
“Security up to this point has been a physical exercise.
You had a physical firewall once and you defined its perimeter.
But virtualization changes that game. Exactly how are you
protecting the data in that environment, how are you providing
for separation of functions? The virtual environment is a world
unto itself.”
Cresswell explained that systems get overwhelmed when
many users try to access virtual environments at the same time,
such as when logging in at the start of a business day. New
tools are needed to manage and protect such environments,
such as “virtual appliances” that Trend Micro is introducing.

Mobile Computing and Social Media
Vendors and municipalities alike are greatly affected by the
impact of mobile devices on information security .
Gary Cameron of Bell Canada told conference attendees
that municipalities must now, for the first time, consider security
in a wi-fi environment. New vulnerabilities are also emerging
because, given that Internet and wireless capabilities together
are blurring the security perimeter, there no longer is a firewall.
To combat this new risk, corporate policies on the connection of
devices to the corporate network and infrastructure are essential.
“Employees are consumers and will be buying and using wireless devices even if you don’t provide them,” noted Cameron.
A related problem is the increasing demand for access to
social media, often by means of mobile devices and often by
people entirely unaware of security concerns, such as politicians.

Conference Sponsors
Platinum Sponsor -Keynote Sponsor -Gold Sponsors --

NCI
Digital Boundary Group
Conexsys Communications
D-Link
Kaseya Canada
	Ontario I&T Corporate
Security Branch
Silver Sponsors -IBM Canada
Kaspersky Lab
Rogers Communications
Event Sponsors -Fortinet Canada
Microsoft Canada
Trend Micro
11
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Comedian Perry Perimutar, above, and members
of the Culture Shock dance troupe entertain
delegates after the Monday dinner. The dancers
are joined by Kathryn Bulko, Chris Medina and
Chad Szymanski.

Ron McKelvie, CIO of the City of Kingston, who will be
chair of the next security conference in 2011, mentioned this
difficult issue in his closing remarks to delegates.
“During the recent elections a lot of the people running for
council were using social media such as Facebook,” McKelvie
noted. “Almost every candidate had a social media page.
Which is great – until they get elected.
“My bet is that councillors are going to continue to want to
use social media on the new councils. Those messages will be
outside the firewall, we have no control over them, yet conversations and dialogue between councillors and constituents are
corporate records. How do we handle that?”
Mobile devices not only create strains on security controls
but on budgets, too, because their proliferation greatly adds to
infrastructure demands.
“Mobility infrastructure is quite different from that of desktops,
where more than 90 per cent of the operating systems are
Windows,” Kevin Krempulec, vice president of Kaspersky Lab,
explained in an interview. “In the mobile world it’s BlackBerry,
Apple and Android besides Microsoft. Each of those operating
systems requires a different layer of defence.”
Kaspersky Lab just launched a new suite of security products
for the Smartphone and, like other vendors, is trying to keep up
with mobile developments, Krempulec said.

Cloud Computing
If today’s challenges aren’t enough, the impending impact of
cloud computing threatens to turn tomorrow into a time of profound uncertainty for municipal information security managers.
Several speakers noted that, while the cost advantages of cloud
computing appear to be making it an irresistible trend, security
professionals have little confidence that data and networks can
be protected by outsourced service providers.
“The cloud is something that many security professionals fear
for obvious reasons,” Graeme Jannaway of the City of Toronto,
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who assisted Kathryn Bulko in designing the conference
program, said in an interview.
“Just because you outsource the running of the systems out
to the cloud doesn’t mean you outsource the responsibility or
the accountability for them. In many cases cloud service-level
agreements do not cover security or disaster recovery.”
“Cloudy With a Chance of Security” was the title of a presentation by Omkhar Arasaratnam, senior IT security architect
with IBM Canada. He admitted that neither users nor suppliers
of cloud-computing services have definitive answers yet to the
many questions that the cloud raises:
• Who has control of data in the cloud?
• Where is it located?
• Where is it stored?
• Who if anyone backs it up?
• Who has access to the data?
• How resilient is it?
• How do auditors observe whether we are audit compliant?
• How does our security team engage with the cloud service
provider?
Arasaratnam described consulting services that IBM offers to
help clients deal with such questions until the cloud evolves to
end the uncertainty. He referred to the current “cloud 1.0” as a
one-size-fits-all offering that will evolve and differentiate within
two or three years to cloud 2.0.
“With cloud 2.0 we will get to the point where sensitive
data can move into the cloud at minimal risk,” Arasaratnam
predicted.
Will such predictions come true and make the security
landscape smoother? McKelvie said that next year’s MISA
Security Conference will be designed to help resolve the many
questions unanswered today. The City of Kingston will welcome
delegates on October 18-21, 2011. n
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Social Networking and Privacy:
A Framework for Municipal Policies
By Stephanie Taylor
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo, Alberta
Social media services have changed the way
we communicate in the past two years. The changes
have been so rapid and pervasive that municipalities
today really have only two choices – incorporate
social media services (SMS) into their communications policies, or see their those policies ignored or
circumvented by employees and citizens alike.
This new reality isn’t surprising, considering what
the Internet has already taught us about human
nature. People have always been social creatures,
and our ability to work together in groups, creating
value that is greater than the sum of its parts, is
one of our greatest assets.
The nature of the World Wide Web has
changed in the past decade from static to an
interactive, social Web. Social networking is the
logical extension of our human tendencies toward
togetherness, whether that socialization is down the
hall or across the world. The social Web creates a
self-organizing structure – and that has a big impact
on the structure and hierarchies of any organization
including a municipality.
At the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
we began two years ago to figure out how to
incorporate SMS into our policies and practices.
Our goals then were, and still are, to better engage
our citizens, be a champion for innovation, improve
employee collaboration, and empower the citizens
of Wood Buffalo by using SMS in the workplace.
We believe we have made some progress that
can be useful to other municipalities, particularly
concerning issues of privacy. This article will offer
guidelines for municipalities wishing to implement
SMS in their workplace.

Background
Privacy is always raised as an issue when any
organization contemplates anything to do with
online information sharing. Concerns seem to be
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firmly rooted in poor employee behaviour -- which has nothing to do with
SMS and everything to do with management. Nevertheless, academic
studies have shown that privacy issues in all kinds of organizations focus on
intellectual property, productivity and corporate citizenship.
The issue for many municipalities is that, through social networks, people
have access to a large volume of private data that could be devastating if
it fell into the wrong hands. Many users are not even aware of how much
information is available to someone who is not a part of their network.
Two years ago a common solution for municipalities was simply to ban
the use of SMS by employees. The intervening time has shown the futility
of such a policy, however. It’s like the proverbial attempt to reverse the
incoming tide with a spoon.
The current usage of SMS is pointing to a new tool for the workplace,
and it is not a fad. In fact, social networking is the next evolution in social
interaction for humans.
As the demographics of our workplaces change, the attitude of baby
boomers, “It’s not what I do, it’s what I know,” is changing to the Gen Y
mantra of “I know how to find that.” For any Baby Boomers and even
Gen X employees, the attitude change will need to be toward sharing and
collaborating or they will be left out.
Young people coming into the workforce take SMSs for granted as part
of their lifestyle. In the classroom, Facebook has been rapidly adopted and
demonstrates how emerging adults are learning and socializing.
In the workplace the principal work-related benefit of social networking
software is in the easy, unobtrusive creation, maintenance and strengthening of weak ties among colleagues. Young adults use SMS to enhance
and rebuild offline relationships, as well as establish new relationships.
Many young adults use online formats to address difficult issues that they
would not normally address in person.

Pilot Project
These trends and issues prompted Wood Buffalo to initiate a pilot project
two years ago. As described in the January 2009 issue of Municipal
Interface, the purpose of the project was to determine how socialnetworking software could align with the Municipality’s strategic plan
and its accountability framework.
The project had three specific goals:
• Develop best-practices guidelines for employees using social-networking
software in the workplace
• Enable Human Resources to recruit more than two employees from a
social-networking source
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• Enable Public Works to complete at least five collaborative
projects/meetings using a social-networking tool.
We have achieved the first two goals. Although the project
was not formally documented, the impact on our operations
resulted in e-recruitment tools and no ban in usage of SMS in
the work place.
We did not achieve the third goal but changed our focus,
resulting in a redesign of our Web site and a change in the
way our Public Affairs Branch approaches communication.
Public Affairs is embarking on a mission to use social media
to enhance current and future communication plans. Best practices from other government agencies around North America
show that social media is an effective tool to co-exist with traditional communication methods, such as radio, television and
print advertisements. Social media is not meant to replace these
“old ways” of doing things, but rather to complement them.
The Municipality has an existing Facebook site that is used
primarily to re-post news releases, but it will be expanded to
include events, pictures, fun facts and more. The most important
thing is that it gives us another avenue to interact with and communicate to our most important stakeholders – our residents.
A Twitter account and YouTube channel will be launched in
early 2011 and will be integrated with our new Web site, to be
launched in the spring. From there, we will explore other avenues
for social media accounts such as Flickr, Digg and more.

Policy Guidelines
With the experience of our pilot project behind us, we set
about to construct a policy framework for Wood Buffalo’s use of
SMS. We based the scope of the policy on recommendations
published by the Privacy Commissioner of Canada.
The Office of the Privacy Commissioner recommends that
a policy should address the following:
• Whether the organization permits the use of personal or
employer-hosted SMS in the workplace;
• If SMS are permissible, in what context and for what
purposes may they be used?
• Whether the employer monitors SMS sites;
• What legislation applies to the collection, use or disclosure
of personal information in the workplace;

Stephanie Taylor of Wood Buffalo addresses the MISA West Fall
Conference in Vernon, BC, in September 2010.

On this basis, Wood Buffalo has developed a framework
for educating employees about SMS in the workplace. We call
it S.U.R.E, which stands for:
• See and be seen
• Understand the consequences of use
• Responsible use and expected behaviour
• Electronic publication and representation.
See and Be Seen

• The consequences of non-compliance with the policy;

All networks are monitored and your online activities should
not interfere with your job or your organizational commitments.
In short, anything you see or do online, the corporation
can see too.

• Any other existing policies about the proper use of electronic
networks with respect to employee privacy and handling of
confidential information.

All data including personal data stored on corporate
systems are considered corporate property even if the system is
being used by the employees during their own time.

• What other rules may apply to the use of SMS in the
workplace (collective agreements, other relevant legislation);
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Understand Consequences of Use
Any alleged or suspected violations of this or other administrative
directives while using an SMS will be investigated and may
result in disciplinary actions.
Responsible Use and Expected Behaviour
All employees are expected to follow appropriate behavior and
conduct as per policies and administrative directives – such as
“be good,” “don’t swear,” and “don’t give away confidential
company information” while using a social network site.
This means use best judgment when accessing or using
SMS. Online behaviour expectations are the same as internal
network and personal conduct policies already established.
Electronic Publication and Representation
All Internet postings, whether or not thought to be private, are
in fact accessible by the public and should not be treated any
differently than print media such as newspapers.

Any social networking site developed to directly represent
the corporation (such as Facebook group or MySpace site)
must use proper corporate branding as per the Brand
Standards Guide.
If you can be identified as an employee of the corporation
through your electronic profile, then you are indirectly representing
the corporation every time you are on that platform and must
adhere to the Code of Conduct Guidelines.
This framework can be used by any corporation seeking to
use SMS in the workplace. It assumes that (1) the employees
hired are in fact competent and would adhere to these guidelines;
(2) the network security infrastructure exists to monitor SMS
usage; and (3) managers know and take responsibility for
their employees’ productivity.
No specific technology or platform is mentioned in the
policy because it has to do with how employees represent
themselves and behave in this new community online.
Wood Buffalo believes that this framework offers strong
corporate values to better engage our citizens, be a champion
for innovation, improve employee collaboration, and empower
citizens. These values can be supported through a S.U.R.E.
social-networking-site communication plan to employees.

One Voice
Are you S.U.R.E. about social networking in your workplace?
The biggest challenge in developing social media guidelines
for communications is deciding who manages the content. What
our research has shown us is that there should be a main source
for content, posts and tweets, and it should be from within the communications department – in our case, the Public Affairs Branch.
If other departments or individuals wish to have their own
municipal social media accounts related to their projects or
departments, then a business case needs to be presented
before the creation of the said accounts.
This enables the government to speak with one voice rather
than multiple messages going out from different directions. While
this will not be easy to manage, we certainly are excited about
the opportunity to strengthen our communications to the public.
A S.U.R.E. marketing campaign and education on social
networking sites to employees will foster an environment of
innovation and collaboration, while giving the corporation the
means to educate employees about privacy issues and enforce
its privacy policies.
Stephanie Taylor is the manager, Business Transformation &
ERP Services Branch in the Information and Communications
Technology Department of the Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo, Alberta. She can be reached at stephanie.taylor@
woodbuffalo.ab.ca. n
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Security Boundaries
Eroding: Report
From Information
Security Forum
By Brian Whitelaw
City of London, Ontario
This article is based on a presentation to the MISA Ontario
Information Security and Risk Management Conference in
Toronto in November 2010.
What is happening to security boundaries – the technology
structures that organizations build to protect the integrity of their
data and information systems? A report from the Information
Security Forum (ISF) shows that such boundaries are disappearing.
Municipal IT security leaders need to understand the implications
of this trend – and fortunately the ISF can help.
The ISF is an independent not-for-profit organization
committed to providing information security resources for
member organizations around the world. MISA Ontario has
been a member of the ISF for three years, and many of our
municipal members have taken the opportunity to make use
of ISF resources during this period.
What does the ISF deliver, and how can it benefit you? The
ISF focus is on research and tools for information security. All of
these resources are available free to MISA Ontario and its member municipalities, and potentially to any sister chapters that wish
to join the ISF. Research is largely based on input from member
organizations, giving a practical viewpoint on security issues.
A good example is the recent report called Threat Horizon
2012: Information Security-Related Threats of the Future. Available only within the ISF membership, this report helps us to look
ahead and plan for what the experts believe will be the biggest
threats to our information systems in the coming years.
The report warns that, for many organizations around the
world, the network boundary has disappeared. Mobile working,
outsourcing and the cloud have combined to make it a thin,
permeable membrane. There are now too many ways that
information can get in or out of an organization for the information security function to guarantee that information assets are
sufficiently protected.

Brian Whitelaw addresses the security conference in Toronto
along with Rosa Caputto, the ISF representative for Canada.

Major trends behind this phenomenon include:
• Work blurs with play – Play-type behaviours are becoming
commonplace in the world of work, including the use of
personal devices for work purposes and the use of open
social networks for business transactions.
• Mobile platforms dominate – Many organizations including
municipalities are unprepared for the rising flood of new
personally owned technology in the workplace, particularly
high-functioning mobile devices and Web 2.0 interfaces.
Hostile code is evolving to target mobile platforms, driven
largely by criminal organizations seeking identity information
and subverting mobile-payment systems.
• Cloud computing platforms come of age -- Information in the
cloud will become the preferred IT technical architecture,
the ISF report predicts. Security infrastructure, however, has
lagged behind the technical cloud model. An organization
can face significant problems in providing secure access for
its staff across many different cloud providers and in demonstrating regulatory compliance.
What is the potential impact of this loss of security boundaries?
The report warns that a failure to manage information between
corporate and home environments can create information
leakage resulting in data breaches, associated penalties and
reputational damage.
It posits that organizations will need to adapt to the reality
of the techno-generation, rather than the other way around.
Information security practitioners, the report says, should assess
the scenarios presented in Threat Horizon 2012 to see whether
their organizations can manage the potential business impact
from those risks.
The report recommends that organizations develop new
strategies, such as a security strategy for cloud computing, and
understand how existing identity and access mechanisms can
be adapted for the new risk environment.
There is much more in the report, but this summary illustrates
the value of ISF research reports to MISA Ontario’s membership.
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Reports such as Threat Horizon 2012 help information security
practitioners to take a strategic view of information security
by identifying ways in which the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of information may be compromised in the future.
The ISF has produced other relevant documents such as
Protecting Information in the End User Environment and Information Security Governance. These are only a sample of the more
than 200 research papers the ISF has provided. The Forum
is constantly adding new research papers, which are very
relevant and current.
Information Security Tools

of officials from the federal government, all provincial governments and MISA representatives.
The Healthcheck provides a picture of Canadian Government
information security posture for the nation. By collecting and
aggregating the information from each individual organization,
we can then present an overall status of information security
throughout Canada.
We will be asking all MISA Ontario members to complete
this Healthcheck in 2011. It will not only be valuable to the
individual municipality but will assist in presenting a total picture
for Canadian government.

The ISF also provides some very good tools to assist with your
information security initiatives. For example, the IRAM (Information Risk Analysis Methodology) suite of tools provides a solid
and practical methodology for performing risk analysis throughout
your organization. If you do not have a current risk-analysis
methodology or want to improve your current one, the ISF’s Risk
Analysis Workbench is useful.

Continuing Education Services

Another resource, the ISF Benchmark, enables you to input
your current security posture to a database and compare it with
other organizations around the world. While your information is
anonymous to others, you can tell from your own report which
areas you need to focus on and how you measure up against
like organizations within the ISF membership.

Typically, they consist of one- or two-day sessions held
throughout the world. They are usually held twice a year and,
when in North America, they alternate between the east and
west coasts. This provides a relatively inexpensive education
experience for members, as well as an opportunity to
contribute to the reports that the ISF produces.

Forthcoming reports include one on cloud computing and a
paper on how to sell information security. Most of us are being
hit with requests on cloud computing these days, and it is usually a tough job to sell the need for more information-security
resources to senior management.

The ISF 2011 program will be developed by all of us, the
members. One of the major differences between the ISF and other
research organizations is that the ISF members determine what the
work program will be for the future. The work program consists
of the various areas of information security to be research. You
have a real opportunity to provide input into what research will
be done over the next few years.

Other new reports coming out of the ISF or planned for 2011
include Information Security for External Suppliers, an information
security governance paper and the Information Lifecycle Report.
Reports and papers like this can give you, at the very least, a
good starting point for your initiatives in these areas. They are
examples of what the ISF does to help us improve our security
posture and gain more support for security initiatives.
The ISF Healthcheck tool may be one of the most used tools
of all ISF resources, perhaps only eclipsed by the risk analysis
tools. The Healhcheck tool permits you to enter your own security
information into a spreadsheet or database (depending on
version used), and at the end, it will provide you with a
scorecard of how you rate.
Your scores will highlight required areas of focus, as well
as an overall score for your information security posture. This
information can be used as an internal benchmark, and, if
completed annually or at other regular periods of time, can
demonstrate your improved security posture over the interval.
MISA Ontario participates in the national Healthcheck initiative through the National CIO Subcommittee for Information
Protection (NCSIP). This group within the Joint Councils consists
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In 2010, the ISF hosted 135 events across the world, including
chapter meetings, roundtables and workshops. Workshops
may be particularly valuable to you, as they are included with
ISF membership. While you need to meet the cost of your own
travel and hotel expenses, the workshops themselves are free.

Canadian government members of the ISF include the
provinces of Manitoba, British Columbia, the Maritime
Provinces and Ontario, as well as MISA Ontario. Private-sector
Canadian members include most major Canadian banks, RIM,
Manulife and Rogers. Worldwide membership includes organizations such as Boeing, HP and Microsoft.
To summarize, the ISF provides its members with an array
of research papers, tools and workshops that will assist you
to kick-start many of your information security programs and
initiatives. Its pedigree is borne out by its elite worldwide
membership and proven track record in research and tools.
If you think that the ISF can benefit you or wish to register for
access to ISF resources within the MISA Ontario membership,
please contact the author.
Brian Whitelaw is the manager of information security in the
Technology Services Division of the City of London, Ontario.
He can be reached at bwhitelaw@london.ca. n
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PCI Compliance: The Questions
Are Simple But Answers Aren’t Easy
By Chris Medina
NCI
As I write this article, the holidays are upon us and I’ve left all
my shopping to the last minute. I’ll get everything done by the
24th – after all, the 25th is a hard stop deadline!
Here is a similar story of PCI compliance. Deadlines having
come and gone, many municipalities have finally awakened
and are now starting down the compliance path.
Municipalities are also merchants and, as merchants, have
the ultimate responsibility in ensuring that their systems and
standard operating procedures are PCI-compliant. Assisting
merchants in protecting cardholder data is the PCI (Payment
Card Industry) Security Standards Council, which was formed
by the major payment card brands and provides stewardship of
the PCI DSS (data security standards).
Most conversations regarding PCI start with the same two
questions. How much does it cost? How quickly can we get
it done? While these are two simple questions, the answers
unfortunately are not.
PCI usually requires a fundamental shift in the way an
organization stores, processes, or handles credit-card information. It requires a collaborative approach among all levels and
functions of an organization – including legal, finance, IT and
HR. The goal is to simplify business and IT processes dealing
with cardholder information and maintain this approach as the
organization moves forward.

What is the Cost?
As you can imagine, to implement a fundamental shift in an
organization requires process and procedural change. It may
also require an IT systems change, point-of-sale system refresh,
online e-commerce redesign or employee training on dealing
with credit cards.
These costs will vary depending on an organization’s existing
infrastructure and capability, as well as the flexibility of this
infrastructure to meet PCI DSS guidelines. Because of this
largely unknown delta cost, it is imperative that organizations
begin their PCI journey with a scoping exercise.

Scoping identifies areas within an organization where the
cardholder data is stored, processed, or transmitted. This will
typically identify specific network components and technologies
to determine which devices fall under PCI guidance and subsequent security controls.
By limiting the scope, we essentially limit the size and
complexity of the technical controls required for PCI DSS
compliance. In addition to mitigating size and complexity of
technical controls, PCI scoping exercises enable organizations
to minimize their PCI footprint in other sections of the organization, resulting in a streamlined PCI compliance approach that
optimizes the maintenance, work efforts and costs.
The discovery process is a review of business processes,
data flow, data classification, data retention and data disposal.
A single missed credit-card entry-point jeopardizes the security
and compliance of the entire organization.
To reduce risk, it is important that an organization avoids storing cardholder data as much as business requirements permit.
A number of best practices meet this requirement:
• Use PCI certified applications (PA-DSS) and PEDs (PTS).
• Once the transaction is completed, the cardholder data
should be securely destroyed.
• Ensure that the application doesn’t store sensitive auth data
post-authorization.
• Make sure your custom apps are properly handling
cardholder data – don’t forget about debug logs.
• Let someone else do it – most processors and banks
offer this service.
• Mask the data – store only the first six and last four digits
of the credit card.

How Quickly Can We Get It Done?
Clearly, the amount of time required to become PCI compliant
is a journey, and it can take some larger organizations years to
become PCI compliant. Timetables are relative to the organization, depending on both the number of departments that
(continued on page 24)
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Carefully Formatted Geospatial Data
A Critical Tool for Emergency Centres
By David Marion
City of Mississauga, Ontario
What role should geographic information systems play in
an activated emergency operations centre (EOC)?
A quick answer to this question is that such systems do
indeed have a major role to play. Geographic information
systems (GIS) are proliferating along with geographic positioning systems (GPS), and there are maturing and ever-evolving
Web-mapping sites available around the world. You would
expect that you’d want to deploy the most powerful and
advanced technologies, combined with the most skilled
practitioners available.
My experience, which is based on observations in mock
exercises at the City of Mississauga EOC, leads to a more
conditional and cautionary “yes.” To explain why, I need to
step back and describe an EOC, how it’s organized, and
when it might be activated.

Lessons From Experience
The City of Mississauga has experienced its fair share of emergency situations. In 1954 it was Hurricane Hazel, in 1969 a
natural gas explosion, in 1970 an air crash in Malton, in 1975
a hostage taking, in 1978 another air crash and an unrelated
large oil refinery fire, in 1979 the infamous derailment that
caused the evacuation of more than 226,000 citizens, in 1998
the ice storm, in 2001 the 911 crisis and in 2003 the blackout.
Outcomes from the 1979 derailment include the Grange
Commission report and the
creation of laws that define
and describe emergency
response measures and
escalation protocols for
local, regional, provincial and federal levels of government.

We owe a tremendous debt of recognition and thanks to
these groups as they witness and respond to emergencies of
varying size and scale on a daily basis. In today’s high-technology
world, a “first responder” can be almost anyone – the public,
animal control officer or the traditional police, fire or ambulance.
With emergency groups being so well prepared, why
would government need to have plans, and how should these
plans be organized and ready to respond?

Managing Communications
With any major disaster or emergency situation, various emergency response groups are normally the first to respond. The
overall management of an emergency will usually require larger
control groups to manage communications and organization of
responders to extended situations. This might be the time when
a municipal EOC is called to action.
Please note that the municipal EOC can be activated
without declaring an emergency. Once activated, key EOC
participants follow established procedures, meet at the designated
location of the EOC, open their “battle” boxes, set up their
systems, and get ready to meet various requests for information
from the senior control group.
At the City of Mississauga EOC, there is space for one GIS
technician, whose main duties are to maintain a remote link to
the emergency dispatch environment and produce supporting
map products.
When the EOC is activated this individual connects a
laptop to the available network, starts it, and then attempts to

An emergency is no time to figure out what data is available

In preparing for unknown yet inevitable emergencies, the
public relies to a high degree on emergency service groups
such as police, fire and ambulance. The successful management
of the 1979 derailment was due in large part to the Peel Police
force, which had just reviewed and updated its emergency response procedures from the air crash and oil refinery fire in 1978.
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connect to various data, maps and application stores. The key
to being able to provide appropriate GIS support to the
decision makers in an EOC is to be able to quickly produce
clear, concise and relevant maps.
A second requirement is the ability to view the entire area of
the emergency, define the limits affected by the situation, and
generate numbers and locations that would include population
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counts, road capacities, location of dangerous or hazardous
goods, schools, hospitals and other locations with high “people”
counts that would be sensitive to temporal parameters surrounding
the incident.
As an example, if the event occurs at night, the counts generated for an area should not include the student population at educational facilities within the perimeter of the emergency response
area. Conversely, if the event were to happen during the day
when the facility is fully populated, accurate numbers are required
should there be a need to evacuate these facilities; residential
numbers should be correspondingly lower at this time of day.
Hospitals, manufacturing, business and residential areas
require these same types of considerations when questions
are asked: “How many people are in the area? What road
capacity is available, and what routes are open and safe for
evacuation activities?”

Activity and Questions
Once the EOC is activated, it becomes a beehive of activity.
Requests for location maps and answers to questions such as
those above come fast and furious. Now is not the time to
try and figure out what data might be available in a remote
location, nor is it the time for complex spatial queries in
search of answers to questions. (Hence my conditional and
cautionary “yes” to the earlier question about the importance
of GIS in an EOC.)
In short – preparation is everything. Simplicity is of the
utmost importance. Self-containment of the GIS environment,
which includes “data,” is critical. Pre-processing of as much
raw data into themes or layers of data is paramount.
The City of Mississauga is well positioned because it is
“data rich.” Most municipalities are not so fortunate or well
positioned, from a data point of view.
The City invests heavily in data collection and its maintenance. This applies to everything from survey control markers,
property fabric, aerial imagery, topographic mapping, street
centre line, pedestrian and storm-sewer networks, land use,
zoning, brown-field locations and extensive employment
surveys. The list is surprisingly long!
Having such a wealth of data presents the City with challenges, as the data may be in several databases that contain
heavily populated attributes required for critical municipal
business decision-making needs. Accessing all of this data
in the context of an operation EOC would be complex and
ultimately prove unwieldy.
The City has formulated a small EOC GIS data group that
meets and discusses what data is available and what, from our
large inventory of items, would prove useful in an emergency

Author Dave Marion, right, describes
how the City of Mississauga’s
Emergency Operations Centre (shown
with faces blurred) has made advance
preparations to enable the GIS
technician to quickly perform
calculations and produce maps.

situation. We continually review
and add layers and data as we
progress. If the emergency situation escalates and regional or
provincial or federal levels of
government activate their EOC,
the City can act as a support
provider by focusing on supplying information that we control.
To be useful, data and complex queries are prepared in
advance and produce networked or polygonal layers of data
that can be turned on and off at will. This will enable the GIS
technician to quickly perform simple calculations and produce
clear maps. An example of this includes having all base mapping layers and aerial imagery with a series of layers that
contain consolidated and derived attributes to queries such as
population counts, land use, employment data and location of
dangerous goods or facilities.

Storing Key Data
A simple solution to how this information can be organized
in polygonal format is to use property fabric, or postal code
sub-sortation polygons, to store key attribute data. Further to
this, multiple individual polygonal layers should also be created
rather than a single complex layer with a myriad attributes that
require the construction of more sophisticated and complex
spatial queries.
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In addition, all of this data must be available at a moment’s
notice; storage on large universal serial bus (USB) flash drives
(for example, 32GB+) with simple naming conventions and
standard folder names and structures. Also to be considered is
that the prime GIS technician might not be available, and that
secondary or tertiary support might have to take on the responsibility of producing products for the duration of the emergency.
It can’t be overstated enough – simplicity is the key to rapid
production of maps and answers from a GIS in a less than
optimal technical setting. The core GIS applications need to be
configured on a laptop so that the GIS technician need only
power the laptop up, insert the USB device, start an application,
and have access to a fully configured and connected application that includes background vectors, aerial imagery and the
derived layers as previously described.
The mass power blackout of 2003 taught us an important
lesson. Cell phones, wi-fi and power dependant technologies
are not a “safe” solution to ensuring an operational EOC in
the direst of emergencies. The first hours of activating an EOC
are the most critical in being able to organize and mobilize
emergency response efforts.
Depending on the nature, extent and duration of the
emergency, the City EOC can rely on support from external
public and private information providers. Examples include
sophisticated plume modelling to up-to-the-minute weather
monitoring and prediction.
While it would be nice to have all these abilities centralized,
doing so might not be the most prudent or useful solution. Relying

on distributed support for extended or highly specialized GIS
processing spreads the load and minimizes the possibility that
the one location that houses these abilities might fall in the
middle, geographically speaking, of the emergency situation.
I hate to end this article in a light-hearted fashion, but a
quote from former United States Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld underlines the difference between having a full-blown
GIS environment that requires a technical expert to run versus
something simple, yet straightforward and understandable.
“Now what is the message there? The message is that there
are known ‘knowns.’ There are things we know that we know.
There are known unknowns. That is to say there are things that
we now know we don’t know. But there are also unknown
unknowns. There are things we do not know we don’t know. So
when we do the best we can and we pull all this information
together, and we then say well that’s basically what we see
as the situation, that is really only the known knowns and the
known unknowns. And each year, we discover a few more of
those unknown unknowns.”
And, as David Marion said, “We are learning and preparing
our best for the worst.”
You can quote me on that!
David H. Marion, manager of geomatics in the City of
Mississauga’s Transportation and Works Department, can
be reached at dave.marion@mississauga.ca. n

PCI Compliance Is a Job for the Whole Organization
(continued from page 21)

messages or even paper copies of receipts that contain credit
card information is all it takes.

take credit cards as well as the time required to change
business processes.

It’s imperative that this process be driven throughout all
facets of the organization and that efforts are consistently made
to ensure that day-to-day business practice matches those stated
within the defined policies of the organization

Another consideration for PCI is that it must become a
“way of life” – it is a continuous process to ensure that documentation is current and complete and that there are established standard operation procedures as well as consistent
and updated training.
It’s also important to note that people are always the
weakest link. While technology solutions can be locked down
and secured, it doesn’t take much to become non-compliant.
Writing down credit-card information, clear-text e-mails, instant
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Just remember – it’s never too late to do the right thing. Start
down the road to PCI compliance and, who knows, you might
just surprise yourself on how much you can get done in a year.
Chris Medina, senior account executive with NCI, can be
reached at cmedina@nci.ca. n
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Report Report
from RIMQ
from RIMQ
Par Gaston Huot
Villes de Boucherville, Brossard,
Saint-Bruno et Saint-Lambert

Editors’ note: We are grateful to RIMQ for regularly providing
a French-language article to Municipal Interface. The subject of
this article is “Code 18,” an expresssion used by IT practitioners
to mean that a problem is located 18 inches in front of the
screen. The person in front of the screen is not always well
informed of what managing information technology really
means, and perhaps better two-way communication is required.
The following paragraphs in question-and-answer format represent
a user giving her views, and the IT person attempting to explain
the situation.
Je suis ce qu’on appelle parfois un « code 18 »… Un clin d’œil
pour désigner les défaillances informatiques dont la source se situerait
à 18 pouces de l’écran. Chaque matin, j’accède machinalement à
mon terminal tout comme on ouvre le bouton d’une télé. Sauf que
l’écran devant moi n’est pas un divertissement; c’est mon outil de
travail dont dépend en grande partie mon efficacité. Je suis ce que
la DRI appelle « un usager ». Une gestionnaire de premier niveau de
plus en plus interpellée.

Nous sommes au 3 janvier 2010. Depuis 2001, j’en suis à
mon quatrième changement d’environnement informatique. Pour
moi, une migration des systèmes est une opération abstraite qui
se fait la nuit ou le week-end.
Alors, pourquoi ça ne marche pas le lundi matin???
Pourquoi mes boutons préférés ne sont plus à la même place?
On fonctionnait bien avant que la DRI s’en mêle… Je compte
bien en parler au prochain comité de gestion, je suis sûr que
mes collègues pensent comme moi…
Cher utilisateur, votre employeur a pris la décision il y a
un an de ramener à l’interne tous les traitements informatiques
qui étaient auparavant faits à Montréal et à Québec, en mode
FSA. Depuis la DRI a dû engager une firme de consultant
pour encadrer le processus, concevoir une architecture
d’accueil pour l’ensemble des applications, faire un appel
d’offres pour acquérir et installer l’infrastructure de traitement,
faire un appel d’offres pour impartir l’exploitation de
l’environnement, négocier avec l’hébergeur actuel les conditions de migration, mandater les 4 fournisseurs d’applicatifs
actuels pour que chacun migre ses applications dans le nouvel
environnement, négocier avec chacun des 4 fournisseurs
pour lui déléguer la gestion quotidienne de ses logiciels,
négocier et acquérir de l’ancien fournisseur le parc de
stations de travail et d’imprimantes, négocier et acquérir
de l’ancien fournisseur l’environnement téléphonique, négocier
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18 pouces
de l’écran
acquérir de l’ancien fournisseur tous les équipements réseaux,
identifier un fournisseur pour la gestion des services réseaux
et des services de téléphonie interne, organiser la passation
des informations, coordonner les activités de migration de
toutes les applications corporatives et bureautiques, coordonner la migration des 400 utilisateurs dispersés dans
3 Villes et environ 20 emplacements, ainsi que de leurs
données, s’assurer que chacun des utilisateurs est fonctionnel
dans son nouvel environnement, mettre en place un mécanisme
sécuritaire de télétravail, intégrer les employés de la firme
responsable de l’exploitation, assurer la passation des
informations, mettre en place un centre d’appels interne,
en organiser le fonctionnement, mettre en place un système
de gestion des requêtes.
Quelle était votre question déjà ? Je me souviens
maintenant: vos icones ne sont plus à la même place.
Nous sommes désolés…
Je ne suis pas un dinosaure, je sais bien que je ne peux plus
travailler « à mitaine » comme dans le temps. Que mon agenda
papier ne fait plus partie des objets payés par l’employeur.
Mais dans le temps, au moins, on pouvait choisir ses stylos!
Voilà qu’on m’impose des programmes, des mises à jour, des
nouvelles versions qui nécessitent du temps d’apprentissage.
Et du temps, je n’en ai pas!
J’ai parfois l’impression que les développeurs de ce monde
s’amusent à se créer des emplois en créant des versions….
1.0, 2.0, 2.1, 3.0… Que celui qui a déjà vu une version finale
lève la main! Si au moins je pouvais installer moi-même mes
anciens logiciels et mon Office 2003… mais non, mon ordi
s’y refuse… à moins de soudoyer un technicien pour obtenir un
mot de passe… J’espère que l’un d’entre eux aura pitié de moi.
Si vous étiez à votre compte et travailliez de votre
maison, vous auriez la liberté totale de choisir vos logiciels
ainsi que leur version. Imaginez maintenant 400 utilisateurs
qui auraient chacun le droit choisir leurs logiciels …Il ne
serait pas possible de « supporter » l’environnement qui en
résulterait, et ce serait rapidement le chaos.
Il est aussi important de noter que la complexité d’un
logiciel financier qui doit supporter la gestion comptable d’un
environnement où doivent intervenir 400 utilisateurs n’est
pas la même que celle d’un environnement d’un travailleur
autonome. Le processus de gestion du changement dans ce
dernier cas est de toute évidence beaucoup plus léger que
celui qui doit encadrer un changement qui va affecter 400
utilisateurs, et possiblement plusieurs autres applications. La
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DRI doit viser autant que faire se peut la normalisation des
processus d’affaires afin de minimiser les personnalisations
qui sur le moment et de façon récurrente coûtent plus cher.
À propos, y-a-t-il une raison pour que votre processus de
travail soit différent de celui des autres personnes ou organismes qui livrent des services similaires ? Auriez-vous trouvé
la solution miracle, celle que tous devraient adopter ? Si oui,
votre processus deviendra de facto le processus qui sera
adopté et, faisant partie des bonnes pratiques, il sera intégré
aux bons logiciels! Sinon vous devriez peut-être adopter une
meilleure façon de faire ?
Je ne suis pas bornée, je reconnais que la DRI a fait des
miracles, à gérer des problèmes de lenteur, livrer des systèmes à
temps, voir plus loin que le bout de son nez malgré le quotidien.
Je le sais sans savoir ce qui compose ces miracles.
Quand j’ouvre la télé, je sais tout le travail qu’il y a derrière
l’écran. Je le sais parce qu’on me l’a dit et redit dans les
journaux, à la radio et à la télé. Et le savoir fait de moi un

spectateur plus indulgent quand le son ou l’image ont des petits
soubresauts. Et si ma DRI m’expliquait ce qu’il y a derrière
mon écran? J’aimerais bien qu’on m’invite à un midi-rencontre
un de ces jours…
Vous avez parfaitement raison. Les groupes de TI ont
une tendance à « faire les choses » tout en négligeant
l’information aux utilisateurs. Nous prenons bonne note de
ce point qui souvent constitue effectivement la clé du succès
de tous les projets informatiques. Merci.
Au fait, vous ai-je dit que j’étais gestionnaire en
communication?
Gaston Huot, gaston.huot@ville.brossard.qc.ca, est Directeur
des Ressources informationnelles, Villes de Boucherville,
Brossard, Saint-Bruno et Saint-Lambert, et membre du Conseil
d’administration du RIMQ et de MISA/ASIM Canada. Danielle
Boucher est Chef du Service des Communications, Ville de
Brossard. n

INTRODUCING A NEW TRAINING PROGRAM FOR MISA MEMBERS
Open Source Security
If you are not using Open Source Applications to operate and secure your network why not?
If you are already among the many Canadian Municipalities using Open Source applications
and tools are you using all that are available and to the full extent they can be used to
secure your network?
This course provides a comprehensive introduction to securing a network with practical
open source tools.
Quotes from MISA member attendees at the course test session:
“An excellent course on setting up and using Open Source Security Tools for a complete
end-to-end solution”
We are associate
corporate members
of the MISA BC,
MISA Prairies and
MISA Ontario Chapters

“The material in this course would be very valuable to anyone working in the security field”
We will conduct these sessions exclusively for your municipality or for a group of
neighbouring municipalities.
CONTACT US TO LEARN ABOUT THIS PROGRAM!
Opensourcesecurity@digitalboundary.net

Visit us at www.digitalboundary.net or
Call us at 1.800.747.3557 Ext. 248 or 265
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Municipal News
Across Canada

Edmonton Transit Offers Mobile Information
Riders on the Edmonton Transit System
can now use text messaging to get bus
schedule information sent directly to their
mobile phones.
In a pilot project announced January 7,
the City-owned transit service, known as
ETS, is inviting riders to send text messages
to 31100 and receive schedule information in seconds at no charge.
“ETS is always looking to add value
and offer new creative ways to get information to our riders,” Nathan Walters,
strategic marketing supervisor with ETS,
said in a news release. “A lot of our
riders are already using text messaging

Ontario Seeks
Municipal Help
With Broadband
The Ontario Ministry of Government
Services is seeking municipal assistance
to improve knowledge of broadband
coverage and projects in Ontario.
The ministry is constructing a Google
Maps-based mashup, scheduled for
launch in 2011, to illustrate the location
of broadband coverage and projects.
MISA Ontario is assisting the ministry
to find contacts in municipalities who
can help to provide relevant information
about their regions.
Anyone interested in helping is asked
to contact Jay Thatcher at jay.thatcher2@
ontario.ca or 416-327-1752. n

on a regular basis so having our bus
schedules available by text is a natural fit.”
Three options are available to riders
depending on whether they want
information on one or more routes.
Their first option is to send a text message to 31100 containing the number of
a specific bus stop to get scheduled times
of the next six busses arriving, including
all routes served by that stop.
For route-specific information, a rider
can include the bus stop number and the
bus route of interest in the text to 31100.
ETS will send back a text of the next six

route-specific arrivals within the hour.
The third option is a customized text
service. Transit customers can create an
online profile in which they choose favourite routes, so that they can simply send
a blank text to 31100 and receive bus
schedules specific to their routine. For
example, in the morning a rider can
receive a text on a favourite southbound
bus that heads to work and in the afternoon a favourite northbound bus that
heads home, all by sending a blank text.
More information is available at
www.takeETS.com/text. n

City of Waterloo Launches Portal
For Building Permit Applications
The City of Waterloo, Ontario, has
launched an online portal designed to
improve the ease and transparency of
applying for residential building permits
by contractors and builders.
Opened in November, the portal
was a year in development in-house
with assistance from CSDC Systems.
It replaces an in-person government
application process that limited the
amount of information available to
builders, says Ralph Kaminski, chief
building official with Waterloo.
“Now builders can see the progress
of their permit and whether their permit
is ready to issue,” Kaminski says. “They
also know which person is reviewing
their application so if they have a question

they can contact that person directly.”
Users can log in to http://mypermits.
waterloo.ca to view, apply, and pay for
permits or request inspections.
Builders ultimately will be able to
make applications for sheds and
swimming pool permits in addition to
residential permits, Kaminski says.
The portal design is consistent with
those of neighbouring municipalities,
since builders often must make permit
applications across the cities of Kitchener,
Waterloo, Cambridge and Guelph.
Waterloo, with a population of about
122,000, receives 1,200 to 2,800
building-permit applications annually. n
ComputerWorld Canada
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Governance Issues
By Roy Wiseman
Chief Information Officer
Regional Municipality of Peel, Ontario

This past summer, the Region of Peel conducted its second
internal client-satisfaction survey. To conduct this survey, we
selected a representative sample of internal services (such as
IT, purchasing, communications, facilities management and
financial support) and included, for each service, a set of
questions based on the Common Measurements Tool (CMT)
from the Institute for Citizen Centred Service (ICCS).
The CMT, which provides the foundation for the national
Citizens First and Taking Care of Business surveys, is built
around the known drivers of client satisfaction (timeliness,
knowledgeable staff, successful outcome, fairness, staff “going
the extra mile”).
Fundamental to the CMT survey approach is a focus on a
recent specific service experience rather than general service
reputation. As has been confirmed repeatedly, responses to
questions such as, “How would you rate the service provided
by X?” may be quite different when the question is posed as,
“In thinking of your most recent service experience with X…?.”
It is the difference between asking people for an opinion of
government service in general versus a specific experience –
for example, when they last applied for a passport or called a
municipal office with a waste collection problem.
Answers to the first type of question are “reputational” and
are influenced by many factors beyond actual service experience.
Answers to the second type are considered more accurate,
since they are based on real events.

Mostly Good Marks
But despite our use of a proven methodology, the results of our
internal client-satisfaction survey were surprisingly less helpful
than anticipated. Overall, the results were reasonably positive.
No service received scores substantially better than others,
either generally or in
relation to any specific
driver. In general, the
internal providers
received good marks for
timeliness (perhaps a surprise), and also for having knowledgeable, competent and courteous staff.
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Satisfying
Internal Clients
internal service providers may be more concerned with “following procedure” than truly taking ownership of the client’s need.
I can illustrate this difference based on personal experience
with an internal service, which I will leave unnamed. (I have
had similar experiences with other internal services.) In this
case, I was concerned to reduce the time that the service was
going to take and suggested that perhaps we could dispense
with one of the steps in the process. The response was an
explanation of why this step was required.
While the explanation was knowledgeable and sincerely
provided (and may even have been valid, although I was not
entirely convinced), my concern to reduce the overall time was
not acknowledged. Nor were there any suggestions of other
approaches that we might take to achieve my goal. In other
words, adherence to procedure was paramount; my need for
a faster outcome was essentially dismissed.

Procedure Trumps Needs
This type of experience, where following procedure trumps client
needs, is not limited to internal services or to government. I am
sure that we can all recount similar experiences with many privatesector service providers. We can also acknowledge that our
needs (for example, for a faster response) are often just “wants”
that don’t justify putting aside established processes and may, in
fact, result in lower scores in another service driver (fairness).
On the other hand, good service means being attuned
to the customer. If the customer is clearly in a hurry, some
acknowledgement of that need can go a long way. And, in
some cases, the need for speed may justify short-cutting the
established process. Without exploring why the client is concerned, we can never know whether we have such a situation.
But despite such limited insights from our internal survey,

Assessing internal services might require a different approach

Respondents indicated less satisfaction primarily in two
areas, which may be interrelated. First, there was a perception
of inefficient (or ineffective) procedures and forms. A second
perception was that internal service staff may not consistently
“go the extra mile” to ensure that clients’ issues are fully resolved.
This was reinforced by free text comments that indicated that

there remained an overall feeling that the results were less useful
than hoped or expected. In some ways, they were inconsistent
with many “hallway conversations” about these services.
In reflecting on our methodology, we started to feel that
measuring satisfaction with internal services may require some
different approaches to those used for external services. In particular, we questioned the focus on “a recent service experience,”
feeling that this tends to reduce the service to a transactional level.
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To illustrate, my most recent service with IT may have been a
call to the IT Service Desk. Since we have put a lot of effort into
improving this aspect of IT service at Peel, the results of this
call are likely to have been positive. Positive or not, however,
experience with such calls measures only one aspect of IT
service – and perhaps not the most important aspect. It doesn’t
measure whether the network is reliable, whether the tools and
software that we provide are up-to-date and meeting client
needs, or whether we are being proactive in introducing new
technology that is helping the business meet its objectives.
As another example, my most recent experience with
Learning and Development may relate to a specific course that I
attended – or even my registration experience with that course.
But we can’t extrapolate from my responses regarding this
experience to assuming that the overall L&D service is (or is not)
meeting my needs as a manager or employee. More important
questions such as these were not addressed in our survey.
MT_InterfaceB+W_final
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
AND PROCUREMENT LAW
EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SIDE
Miller Thomson lawyers have years of experience
representing municipalities in Ontario and across Canada
on IT and procurement matters.
Working with your professionals, our lawyers will help
you develop a practical solution that takes into account
the unique challenges faced by your municipality.
For more information contact:
Lou Milrad
lmilrad@millerthomson.com
416.595.7926

J. Fraser Mann
fmann@millerthomson.com
416.595.8195

Elisabeth Symons
esymons@millerthomson.com
416.595.8575

J. Andrew Sprague
asprague@millerthomson.com
416.595.8556

Added experience. Added clarity. Added value.

Miller Thomson LLP

www.millerthomson.com

VA N C O U V E R C A LG A R Y E D M O N TO N S A S K ATO O N R E G I N A LO N D O N
K I TC H E N E R -WAT E R LO O G U E L P H TO R O N TO M A R K H A M M O N T R É A L
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In summary, while we don’t want to go back to just a
reputational survey, which lacks the required basis in real
experience, it is also not sufficient to focus only on the
transactional experiences.
These services are intended to enhance our overall effectiveness and not just deliver value through relationships and not just
through isolated transactions. The services also involve partnership.
Delivering value and contributing to effectiveness requires effort on
the part of both the service provider and the service consumer.
Of course, some of the same elements apply equally to
external government services. Perhaps our focus on the transactional (recent service experience) in surveys such as Citizens
First also misses some aspects of the service. Perhaps we are
simply measuring satisfaction with our government service
counters (including telephone and Internet) rather than satisfaction with the broader service.

Missing the Larger Picture
My recent service experience related to garbage may have
been a call about a missed or incomplete collection – and my
satisfaction will be related to how this call was handled. My
experience is primarily with the call centre staff and only indirectly (through how the call was resolved) with waste collection
staff. But this will be recorded as indicating satisfaction with the
waste-collection service, rather than satisfaction with the contact
centre. Nor will my response regarding how this call was
handled indicate my perception of whether the overall waste
collection-service is reliable and meeting my needs.
On the other hand, while these individual service experiences
do not tell the entire story, they are crucially important. In a
recent column, I described the theory behind the Public Sector
Service Value Chain (Heintzman and Marson) – that investing
in our employees contributes to positive customer service, which
in turn contributes to overall trust and confidence in government
and public institutions.
While this theory has generally been applied on a broad
whole-of-government scale, it can be applied equally well to an
individual service. The theory implies that my satisfaction with
individual IT service transactions contributes in a substantial way
to my overall trust and confidence in the IT Service Division.
One might even conclude that the division cannot maintain my
trust in the face of poor individual service experiences.
If we want to be trusted on the big things (including support
for staffing or budget requests, so that we can keep doing the
big things), then we earn that trust by how we manage the
individual transactions.
In other words, satisfaction with the little things (the transactions)
matters and should be measured. It’s just not the whole story.
roy.wiseman@peelregion.ca n
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